Dust detection and AOT estimation using combined VIR and TIR satellite images in urban areas of Iran
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\begin{abstract}
This study introduces an empirical equation for estimation of Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT) and visibility reduction based on three main dust indices of Normalized Difference Dust Index (NDDI), Brightness Temperature Difference (BTD), and Thermal Infrared Dust Index (TDI). The implementation of NDDI, BTD, and TDI in dust enhancement over bright to dark background was evaluated. The thresholds of BTD over dust and cloud pixels revealed the capability of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) images in separating dust from underlying bright surfaces and clouds. The results indicated that solar reflective bands were insufficient to precisely separate dust from clouds, but combination of solar reflective bands and thermal infrared bands synergistically improved the accuracy. The evaluation of results revealed the remarkable correlation of AOT with dust enhancement indices over 11 synoptic stations: BTD ($R^2 = 0.73$), NDDI ($R^2 = 0.67$), and TDI ($R^2 = 0.71$). Hence, AOT and visibility reduction were obtained using multi-regression equation using NDDI and BTD as variables. The accuracy assessment indicated good correlation ($R^2 = 0.74$) between both estimated AOT and the AOT reported by Air Quality Control stations. Moreover, the results confirmed the advantage of proposed AOT as a consistent index for dust enhancement over bright surfaces and dust classification as well.
\end{abstract}

\section{Introduction}

Dust storms have significant impacts on the atmospheric system of earth. The mineral dust particles can alter the atmospheric heating and stability, influence the chemical and biological ecosystems, and affect the air quality and human health [1]. Dust particles may either absorb or scatter radiation, resulting in radiative forcing and remarkable reduction in visibility [2,3].
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Radiative forcing due to dust aerosols is one of the largest sources of uncertainties in global and regional climate change. Thus, identifying physical (size and shape) and chemical (composition and mineralogy) characteristics of dust aerosols is the first step in understanding the effects of dust aerosols in climate change research [4-6]. The volume size distribution, Single Scattering Albedo (SSA), and asymmetry parameter ($g$) are mainly used to study the physical dust characteristics [7]; however, measurement of these parameters is not always possible in many cases. Instead, physical dust characteristics are determined by optical properties (dust optical thickness (AOT) and Visibility Reduction (VR)), which vary spatially and temporally [8]. The variability of optical properties...
is mainly controlled by aerosol in the atmosphere [9]. The heterogeneous mixture of dust aerosols causes the considerable uncertainties in quantifying the impact of dust on regional and global climate [10]. Optical properties have been described in several studies using satellite remote sensing and ground observations [11-13].

Satellite Remote sensing technology is much more effective in dust detection and analysis of the optical properties than traditional ground-based observations that are restricted by many factors, e.g., insufficient number of observing instruments and stations, time consuming, and high survey costs [14]. There are principally two different methods for dust detection using satellite measurements: active and passive methods. These include the visible and infrared (VIR) method, thermal infrared (TIR) method, Microwave Polarized Index (MPI) method, active lidar-based method, and Combined Lidar and Infrared Measurement (CLIM) method [15]. However, for operational purposes, passive methods are preferred and are more common. Terra/Aqua MODIS true-color image is commonly used for identifying dust transport direction. MODIS dust indices, Brightness Temperature Difference (BTD) [16], and Normalized Difference Dust Index (NDDI) [17] are used for dust detection and analysis of its optical properties. Using Brightness Temperature Differences (BTDs) between 8 and 11 μm, and the 11- and 12-μm channels, dust can be detected under clear sky over both ocean and land. The infrared (IR) BTD method is very effective in the detection of dust storms [18-20]. The NDDI was proposed by Qu et al. [17] as a result of strong discrimination between dust reflectance and water or ice clouds in the 2.13- and 0.469-μm bands. However, it is difficult for a non-expert to understand the real intensity from these indices, because these indices include much noise, such as ground surface influence. To avoid unnecessary information, a comprehensible dust index is required for dust extraction process.

In this paper, a novel passive method based on the visible and infrared (VIR) and thermal infrared (TIR) satellite measurements is presented and evaluated for dust detection, estimation of aerosol optical thickness, and visibility reduction over lands. This study has been carried out using measurements from ground based instruments and satellite observations during an extreme dust event in July from 5 to 6, 2009.

2. Methodology

2.1. Dust indices

Dust storms are a common phenomenon in the south-western part of Iran during the warm (May-Sept.) season [21-23]. The western part of Iran has periodically experienced a dust outflow in warm seasons, which are transported by westerly winds from the western and the south-western (Arabian countries) regions. In order to investigate the feasibility of dust indices (NDDI, BTD, and TDI) for dust detection, and extraction of optical properties (optical thickness and visibility reduction), dust events originating from Middle East region in dry season were studied. MODIS/Terra calibrated radiance products of MOD02QKM (250 m), MOD02HKM (500 m), and MOD021km (1 km) corresponding to dust event dates, which were ordered and downloaded to be used in producing dust indices. MODIS product (MOD05D3) of Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) was used in the evaluation process of the estimated AOT.

Hourly meteorological data of wind speed and visibility were collected from all synoptic weather stations to investigate the frequency of dust occurrences and visibility reduction during dust events. To evaluate accuracy of the proposed equation for AOT, ground based AOT data from Air Quality Control (AQC) was also collected. Figure 1 shows the study area consisting of 35 synoptic stations over west and south-west of Iran.

**Normalized Difference Dust Index (NDDI)**

NDDI is the difference between reflectance in 2.13 μm and that in 0.469 μm. NDDI, as a visible and infrared (VIR) dust index, was derived from spectral signature of dust particles as follows:

\[
\text{NDDI} = \frac{(\rho_{2.13\mu m} - \rho_{0.469\mu m})}{(\rho_{2.13\mu m} + \rho_{0.469\mu m})},
\]

where \(\rho_{0.469\mu m}\) and \(\rho_{2.13\mu m}\) are reflectances in the 0.469- and 2.13-μm bands, respectively [17].

**Brightness Temperature Difference (BTD)**

The BTDs between the 8 and 11-μm, and the 11- and 12-μm channels are sensitive to dust loading and hence feasible to be used for dust outbreak tracking [16]. Since the brightness temperature over dust at the 12-μm channel is greater than that at the 11-μm one, the BTD is negative over dust plume. The brightness temperature was derived from inverse of the Planck equation by wavelength \(\lambda\) and radiance \(I_{\lambda}\) of each channel and BTD index was then calculated as follows:

\[
\text{BTD} = BT_{8 \mu m} - BT_{11 \mu m},
\]

\[
\text{BTD} = BT_{11 \mu m} - BT_{12 \mu m}.
\]

**Thermal infrared Dust Index (TDI)**

It is found that AOT at 550 nm has close relationships with the brightness temperature of MODIS bands 20, 30, 31, and 32. TDI has advantages of high spatial resolution, potential for nighttime dust detection, and indication of dust intensity as a result of good matching with MODIS AOT at 550 nm [24,25]. It can be
used as a proxy variable for estimating dust intensity and separating Saharan dust storm with background aerosol. TDI was introduced as follows:

$$TDI = c_0 + c_1 \times BT20 + c_2 \times BT30 + c_3 \times BT31 + c_4 \times BT32,$$

(3)

where, $c_0$, $c_1$, $c_2$, $c_3$, and $c_4$ are constant coefficients as -7.93, 0.123, 0.026, -0.7068, and 0.588, respectively.

2.2. Verification of AOT and visibility reduction

Visibility reduction was obtained by fitting a multi-regression equation based on dust indices (NDDI and BTD) derived from MODIS data and visibility data from 24 out of 35 synoptic weather stations on July 5 and 6, 2009. The proposed AOT equation was obtained by fitting a multi-regression equation based on NDDI, BTD, and MODIS AOT products over the selected synoptic weather stations. Data from the remained stations (11 synoptic stations) was applied for the validation process. The accuracy of estimated AOT was evaluated using ground based AOT data from AQC stations.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Frequency and distribution of dust events

Figure 2(a) shows the distribution of dust frequencies in the south-western Iran (45-54°E, 27-37°N). It reveals that the intensity of the most frequent suspended dust events (those that cause visibility reductions of less than 1000 m) is found in the west and south-west of Iran, decreasing from west to east across the region.

Figure 2. (a) Distribution of dust frequency causing visibility reduction less than 1000 m and (b) annual total number of dust days, $N$, reported from national synoptic meteorological stations of west and south-west of Iran for 2000-2009.
There are 35 national synoptic meteorological stations with continuous observations in dust-affected areas of west and south-west of Iran. By calculating the total number of suspended dust days reported from all stations as \( N \), the dust variability is evaluated for the period 2000-2009. Figure 2(b) indicates that there have been increasing trends in suspended dust event frequency in west and south-west of Iran during the years 2001-2003 and 2006-2009. In addition, the year 2001 with 297 records of accumulative suspended dust has the least frequency, while the year 2009 with 2982 records of accumulative suspended dust has the most frequency [21]. From the synoptic point of view, it can be concluded that Shamal systems severely reduce the visibility at the surface. The synoptic feature that creates the potential for the summer Shamal is a zone of convergence between the subtropical ridge, extending into the northern Arabian Peninsula and Iraq from the Mediterranean Sea, and the Monsoon Trough across southern Iran and the Southern Arabian Peninsula. Better understanding of climatology of dust events could lead to more precise dust forecasting with positive economic effects.

### 3.2. Evaluation of VIR and TIR based dust indices for dust detection

In order to evaluate the feasibility of VIR and TIR based dust indices in dust detection, an extreme dust event on July 5 to 6, 2009 was analyzed. Figure 3 indicates an overview of two true-color composition images that belong to these extreme dust events. NDDI as VIR index, BTD as TIR index, and TDI as combined index were derived from MODIS satellite images. To detect dust using NDDI, the ranges of NDDI values over the land covered by dust were analyzed and the thresholds were determined. Figure 4(a) and (b) show maps of NDDI for both days (July 5 and 6, 2009). Red color in these maps indicates dust area and yellow color indicates no-dust area. For clouds, reflectance at the 0.469-\( \mu \text{m} \) band was higher than the reflectance of the 2.13-\( \mu \text{m} \) band and NDDI value was negative. NDDI values of dust plume over land varied in the range of 0.19 to 0.28. Thus, it is concluded that dust plume over lands can be separated from other clouds and land with dark background as well. However, due to similarity of spectral signatures, detection of dust plume over land with bright background was almost impossible using only NDDI. Since suspended sand and dust particles were cooler than sand and dust particles on the ground, a threshold value of 278 K was used to separate airborne dust from ground sand and dust in the area with bright background (Figure 4). Comparing NDDI values of dust pixels with ground station visibility data over synoptic stations indicated a good correlation. However, increasing visibility with NDDI shows that NDDI cannot be a true indicator for dust enhancement in the area with bright surface (Figure 4(c)).

To detect dust plume using BTD index, brightness temperatures in 11- and 12-\( \mu \text{m} \) bands were derived from MODIS thermal bands (bands 31 and 32) and BTD maps were produced for both days (Figure 5(a) and (b)). Dust area (red color) was separated by specifying threshold values over dust pixels. By comparing BTD values over dust and cloud pixels, it was observed that subtracting the BT value in band 31 from that in band 32 resulted in the value < -0.5 K, which demonstrated the presence of mineral dust while the value > 0 K indicated non-mineral aerosol. As shown in Figure 5,
BTD index demonstrates high potential in detection of dust pattern over vast geographic area with bright to dark background. Comparing BTD values with ground visibility data over synoptic stations indicated their better performance in separating dust from bright surfaces and clouds than NDDI (Figure 5(c)). However, still some bright surfaces have been considered as dust pixels.

To reduce the uncertainty in identifying dust pixels over bright surfaces, a combined index based on both NDDI and BTD was implemented in dust detection as Thermal infrared Dust Index (TDI). By comparing TDI values over dust and cloud pixels, the threshold of TDI values for dust detection was identified and dust maps were produced. As shown in Figure 6(a) and (b), TDI was successful in dust detection over bright to dark background; noise was removed and thick dust was separated from normal dust (considering TDI ≥ 5.1 K). The proposed TDI index matches visibility data very well with correlation coefficient of 0.745 (Figure 6(c)). This result confirmed that implementation of both solar reflective bands and thermal emissive bands would improve dust detection and reduce uncertainties.

3.3. AOT and visibility reduction

As shown in Figure 7, the evaluation of dust events revealed the remarkable correlation of AOT with dust enhancement indices over 24 synoptic stations. Hence, empirical equations for AOT and visibility reduction were obtained by fitting multi-regression equations based on NDDI and BTD values over randomly selected stations (24 out of 35 synoptic stations) as follows:

$$
AOT = 1.86446 + 0.337196 \times \text{BTD} - 3.55592 \times \text{NDDI},
$$

$$
\text{Visibility} = 2217.46 + 1479.4 \times \text{BTD} + 6844.46 \times \text{NDDI}.
$$

AOT data from the proposed method indicated a good correlation with dust indices including BTD ($R^2 = 0.73$), TDI ($R^2 = 0.71$), and NDDI ($R^2 = 0.67$), respectively (Figure 7). As shown in Figure 7, increase in TDI and BTD is accompanied by increase in AOT. However, decline of AOT with increase in NDDI indicates uncertainty in using NDDI. Therefore, both BTD and NDDI have been implemented in the extension of the proposed equations. As shown in
Figure 5. Detection of an extreme dust event on July 5 and 6, 2009 using Brightness Temperature Difference (BTD) and comparison of dust index with visibility over 11 synoptic stations: (a) BTD image (July 5, 2009); (b) BTD image (July 6, 2009), and (c) BTD vs. visibility.

Figure 8(a), results of the proposed AOT well match MODIS AOT products at 550 nm ($R^2 = 0.74$) as well as visibility data in range of 1000 to 2000 m ($R^2 = 0.61$) (Figure 8(b)). To evaluate accuracy of the proposed AOT equation, estimated AOT has been compared with reported AOT by 15 AQC stations. The results indicate good correlation ($R^2 = 0.74$) between both estimated and measured AOT data (Figure 9(a)). The trends of both estimated and measured AOTs are the same and correspond with each other (Figure 9(b)).

Comparing the results of dust enhancement using both dust indices and the proposed AOT on July 5, 2009 confirmed the advantage of the proposed AOT as a consistent criterion for dust enhancement over bright surfaces as well as dust classification (Figure 10).

4. Conclusion

This paper examined a dust enhancement method using multiple MODIS thermal IR bands and solar reflective bands over the west and south-west of Iran during an extreme dust event. BTD and NDDI as TIR and VIR methods had the advantage of differentiating dust from non-mineral aerosols, while TDI as combined TIR and VIR method could detect dust over bright-reflecting source regions more precisely and discriminated between airborne dust and landmass. The results indicated that solar reflective bands were insufficient to precisely separate dust from other features, but combination of solar reflective bands and thermal infrared bands synergistically improved the accuracy of dust detection over bright surfaces.

The results revealed the remarkable correlation of AOT with dust enhancement indices: BTD ($R^2 = 0.73$), NDDI ($R^2 = 0.67$), and TDI ($R^2 = 0.71$). Hence, AOT and visibility reduction were obtained using multi-regression equations based on NDDI and BTD as variables. The accuracy assessment indicated good correlation ($R^2 = 0.74$) between both estimated AOT and the AOT reported by Air Quality Control stations. Moreover, the results confirmed the advantage of the proposed AOT as a consistent index for dust enhancement over bright surfaces and dust classification as well.
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Figure 6. Detection of an extreme dust event on July 5 and 6, 2009 using Thermal Infrared Dust Index (TDI) and comparison of dust index with visibility over 11 synoptic stations: (a) TDI image (July 5, 2009); (b) TDI image (July 6, 2009); and (c) TDI vs. visibility.

Figure 7. Comparison of dust indices with Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT) over 11 synoptic stations: (a) NDDI vs. AOT; (b) BTD vs. AOT; and (c) TDI vs. AOT.

Figure 8. Comparison of Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT) from proposed method with visibility and MODIS AOT product over 11 synoptic stations: (a) The empirical AOT vs. MODIS AOT (550 nm); and (b) the empirical AOT vs. 1000 m < visibility < 2000 m.
**Figure 9.** Comparison of Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT) from proposed method with measured AOT from 15 air quality control stations: (a) The empirical AOT vs. measured AOT (correlation); and (b) the empirical AOT vs. measured AOT (trend).

**Figure 10.** Dust enhancement using dust indices and proposed AOT on July 5, 2009.
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